CASE STUDY

Intersleek upgrade pays off on high-speed ropax ferries
Intersleek® upgrade pays off on high-speed ropax ferries in Australia

Summary

Traditionally, high speed ferries have been a major challenge for underwater hull coatings. Their operating profile of frequent static periods and the requirement to reach full speed (often in excess of 20 knots) to maintain tight passenger schedules, has meant few coatings have met the grade. This case shows how AkzoNobel’s premium, biocide-free foul release coating, Intersleek 1100SR has met this challenge head on.

Two high-speed ferries owned and operated by TT-Line Company Pty Ltd and running between Australia’s Port of Melbourne and Devonport on the island of Tasmania have had a series of hull coating upgrades which are paying off in terms of improved efficiency and lower maintenance requirements. One of the ferries has already had upgraded her hull coated with AkzoNobel’s top-of-the-range biocide-free foul release coating, Intersleek 1100SR, whilst the second vessel will have a similar coating upgrade at a docking later this year.

Challenges

The two ships, Spirit of Tasmania I and II, operate on this very challenging route, a 249-nautical mile voyage which takes in the harsh conditions prevailing in the deep water of the Bass Strait and the very shallow and speed-restricted water in Port Philip Bay on the approach to Melbourne. From approximately April to December, the two ferries sit alongside their respective berths for about 13.5 hours in every 24-hour cycle. The fouling challenge is therefore substantial.

The 194m-long ships run a nightly service year-round and, during about four months in the summer, they also provide a daily service on several days of the week. The ships maintain service speeds of 23 knots at night but are required to sustain a higher speed of 28 knots in open water on the daytime sailings. Thus, it is a major challenge for these vessels to maintain their operational speeds in this harsh fouling environment. And using a suitable underwater coating to maintain the vessel schedules is of extreme importance to the vessel operators.
How We Made It Possible

The ships’ hulls were originally coated with a self-polishing copolymer antifouling coating. However, in 2008, TT-Line’s executives took the decision to invest in Intersleek 970 on board the Spirit of Tasmania II. Approximately 5,000 m² of the ship’s flat bottom and vertical sides were fully blasted during a docking at the Captain Cook Graving Dock at Garden Island in Sydney and the ship’s hull was coated with Intersleek 970. At the same time, the ship’s propellers were upgraded.

Results, Return on Investment and Future Plans

“The reduced level of fouling and the fact that the coating lasts much longer has simplified maintenance, provided cost efficiencies and enabled resources to be focused on other critical areas.”

“Some of the benefits have become more apparent over time and we consider that the move to use Intersleek has been a sound investment. We have found, for example, that unlike conventional hull coatings which require serious cleaning and often have to be replaced almost every two years, Intersleek 970 remained fairly clear of fouling and what had accumulated could be easily removed with a low-pressure wash during the ships’ biennial dockings. After the wash, the coating looked as though it were brand new.”

“However, over time, we can clearly see the benefits of the hull coating upgrades. The loss of speed over the ships’ two-year docking cycles is hardly noticeable as compared with the days when we used SPC antifouling. But more importantly, the reduced level of fouling and the fact that the coating lasts much longer has simplified maintenance, saved us money and enabled resources to be focused on other critical areas.”

- Quotes from Stuart Michael
  TT-Line’s General Manager of Marine Operations

▲ SPC performance after 2 years in-service
▲ Intersleek performance after 2 years in-service
Myth-buster

Does Intersleek work on low activity vessels?

Intersleek systems work through influencing the settlement and adhesion of fouling organisms from micro (slime) through to macro shell fouling. Besides controlling fouling growth, Intersleek systems result in the smoothest paint films available for the underwater hull maximising vessel efficiency. So even at low activity and speed, the vessels can maintain their operational parameters.

AkzoNobel has generated a large track record on vessels operating at low activity such as tug boats, supply and offshore vessels. So far we have completed over 800 applications on such vessels. The following example is a research survey vessel typically trading > 50% of the time at speeds < 3 knots. It was coated with Intersleek 1100SR in 2014. After 24 months in service, the vessel dry docked and the hull was in excellent condition with only minimal levels of slime present, and no signs of macro-fouling.